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Introduction

Models of parsing or of sentence interpretation generally fall into one of three paradigms. The linguistic paradigm is concerned with computational models of linguistic theories, the computational paradigm with the computationally best process for computing the meaning or structure of a sentence, and the psychological paradigm with psychological modeling of human interpretation of language. Rarely have models attempted to cross disciplinary boundaries and meet the criteria imposed by each of these paradigms.

This paper describes a model of human sentence interpretation which addresses the fundamental goals of each of these paradigms. These goals include the need to produce a high-level and semantically rich representation of the meaning of the sentence, to include a motivated and declarative theory of linguistic knowledge which captures linguistic generalizations, and to account in a principled manner for psycholinguistic results.

The model consists of a grammar and a semantic interpreter named Sal which include:

- a theory of grammar called Construction-Based Interpretive Grammar (CIG) which represents knowledge of language as a collection of uniform structures called grammatical constructions representing lexical, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic information.
- an evidential access function, which uses different knowledge sources to interactively guide its search for the correct constructions to access.
- an information-combining operation called integration, which is a unification-like operation augmented with knowledge about the semantic representation language and with a mechanism for functional application.
- a selection algorithm which prefers more coherent interpretations and which prunes low-ranked interpretations.

The Grammar

The grammar that is embedded in Sal is a linguistic theory called Construction-Based Interpretive Grammar (CIG), part of a family of theories called Construction Grammars (Fillmore et al. 1988; Kay 1990; Lakoff 1987). CIG defines a grammar as a declarative collection of structures called grammatical constructions which resemble the constructions of traditional pre-generative grammar. Each of these constructions represents information from various domains of linguistic knowledge, including phonological, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, and frequency information. Thus the grammar constitutes a database of these constructions, which might be called a constructicon (on the model of the word lexicon). Lexical entries, idioms, and syntactic structures are all represented uniformly as constructions; thus the constructicon subsumes the lexicon, the syntactic rule base, and the idiom dictionary needed by other theories.

Like many recent theories of grammar (such as Pollard & Sag 1987; Bresnan 1982; Uszkoreit 1986) CIG represents constructions as partial information structures which can be combined to build up larger structures. CIG differs from most recent grammatical theories in two major ways. First, CIG allows constituents of constructions to be defined semantically as well as syntactically, such as the first constituent of the WH-NON-SUBJECT-QUESTION construction introduced below (Jurafsky 1991 & 1992 discuss constructions like the HOW-SCALE construction which require semantic information to correctly specify their constituents). Second, CIG includes weak constructions, which are abstract constructions (like the lexical weak constructions VERB or NOUN) which structure the grammar in an abstraction hierarchy that is useful for access, for defining other constructions, and for learning.

Figure 1 shows an example of the CREATE construction, the lexical construction which accounts for the verb create, showing that the construction is named CREATE, has a frequency of 177, and is a subtype of the weak VERB construction. The constitue of the construction is a semantic structure which is an instance of the Creation-Action concept. Semantic structures in CIG are represented in a simple frame-like representation language. This concept has two subordinate relations, Creator and Created, both currently unfilled (that is, filled by unbound variables $a
and $b)$. This construction has only one constituent, which includes phonological (or graphemic) conditions specifying the form "create". The frequency numbers which appear in constructions are taken as number of occurrences per million in the Brown Corpus, computed from Francis & Kučera (1982) and Ellegård (1978); although these works assume different models of syntax than CIG, it was usually possible to translate the numbers appropriately.

A more complex construction is the WH-NON-SUBJECT-QUESTION construction (Jurafsky 1990), which accounts for sentences which begin with certain wh-clauses which do not function as the subject of the sentence, such as the sentence "How can I create disk space?". The representation for the construction appears in Figure 2. The constitute of the construction instantiates the Question concept; its semantics is specified by integrating the semantics of the 'fronted' wh-element with the semantics of the other constituents. (Thus by not using syntactic traces, empty categories, or colindexing as place-holders for semantic integration, Sal is consistent with the evidence in Figure 4 that distant fillers are directly integrated.) Each of the construction's four constituents are specified by other predicates. The first, "how", is a wh-element, as shown in Figure 2 by the Identify concept. The Identify concept characterizes all wh-constructions — it instantiates a frame in which the identity of some element is in question, and where some background information is provided to help identify the element. The second constituent ("can") is an auxiliary verb, and participates together with the third constituent (the NOUN-PHRASE) in the SUBJECT-PREDICATE construction. The second and fourth constituents are constrained to occur in an instance of the VERB-PHRASE construction.

The Interpreter

As a cognitive model, Sal is qualitatively consistent with all of the psycholinguistic results summarized in Figure 4. These results, and the criteria discussed in the introduction above, constrain Sal's architecture toward four properties; it is on-line, parallel, interactive, and uniform. Sal is on-line because it maintains an interpretation for the utterance at all times, updating after each constituent of each construction.

This constituent-by-constituent method is more fine-grained and on-line than the rule-to-rule method (Bach 1976) used by most other models which waits for semantic integration until the completion of an entire construction or rule. Sal is parallel because it can maintain more than one interpretation simultaneously, although only for a limited time. Sal is interactive because it allows syntactic, semantic, and higher-level expectations to help in the access of linguistic information, integrate constructions into the interpretation, and choose among candidate interpretations. Sal is uniform because a single interpretation mechanism accounts for the access, integration, and selection of structures at all levels of sentence processing. Sal's single mechanism thus subsumes a lexical analyzer, a parser, an idiom processor, and a semantic interpreter. Figure 3 outlines the architecture.
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tion. The working store holds constructions in parallel as they are accessed, and partial interpretations in parallel as they are being built up. The long-term store holds the linguistic knowledge of the interpreter (i.e., the grammar). The interpretation function includes functions of access, interpretation, and selection. The first of Sal's sub-functions is the access function.

Access Function: Access a construction whenever the evidence for it passes the access threshold $\alpha$.

The access function amasses evidence for constructions that might be used in an interpretation by assigning values to each piece of evidence, including syntactic, semantic, and frequency evidence, amassed from both bottom-up and top-down sources. When the evidence for a construction (i.e., the number of access points) has passed the access threshold $\alpha$, the interpreter copies the construction into the access buffer, which is part of the working store; this point in time is the access point. The access buffer can hold more than one construction in parallel — Figure 4 summarizes evidence for parallelism, variable access-point, and sensitivity to frequency in access. This access threshold is a constant value; the access point, however, will vary across different constructions and contexts. This evidential access mechanism is a more general and knowledge-based approach to the access of linguistic knowledge than previous models, which have generally relied on a single kind of information to access rules. This might be bottom-up information, as in shift-reduce parsers, or top-down information, as in many Prolog parsers, solely syntactic information, as in the above as well as left-corner parsers, or solely semantic or lexical information, as in conceptual analyzers like Riesbeck & Schank (1978). The access algorithm presented here can use any of these kinds of information, as well as frequency information, to suggest grammatical constructions; for example top-down knowledge of a verb's semantic argument structure may suggest possible verb-phrase constructions to access, while bottom-up semantic information about a word's meaning may suggest the access of constructions which might begin with words of that semantic class.

Integration Function: An interpretation is built up for each construction, as each of its constituents are processed, by integrating the partial information provided by each constituent.

The integration function incrementally combines the meaning of a construction and its various constituents into an interpretation for the construction. The operation used to combine structures is also called integration, designed as an extension of the unification operation. While unification has been used very successfully in building syntactic structure, extending the operation to building more complex semantic structures requires three major augmentations (see Jurafsky (1991) for some traces and 1992 for further details):

- The integration operation is defined over the frame-like representation language which is used to describe constructions. This allows the interpreter to use the same semantic language to specify constructions as it uses to build final interpretations, without requiring translation from feature structures to semantics. The integration operation can also use information about the representation language to decide if structures should integrate; for example if the representation language specifies that construction A abstracts over construction B, the operation will integrate them successfully.
- The integration operation distinguishes constraints on constituents or on valence arguments from fillers of constituents or valence arguments
- The integration operation is augmented by a slash operator, which allows it to join semantic structures by embedding one inside another. This is accomplished by finding a semantic gap inside one structure (the matrix), and binding this gap to the other structure (the filler). This operation is similar to the functional-application operation and the lambda-calculus used by other models of semantic integration such as Moore (1989).

The selection function chooses an interpretation from the set of candidate interpretations in the interpretation store.
The function chooses the interpretation which is the most coherent with grammatical expectations:

**Selection Choice Principle:** Prefer the interpretation whose most recently integrated element was the most coherent with the interpretation and its lexical, syntactic, semantic, and probabilistic expectations.

Sal emphasizes the use of local coherence, that is, coherence with grammaticalized expectations such as valence, constituent, or frequency expectations. Interpretations are ranked according to the coherence ranking below:

**The Coherence Ranking** (in order of preference):

- (3) Integrations which fill a very strong expectation such as one for an exact construction, or for a construction which is extremely frequent.
- (1) Integrations which fill a strong expectation such as a valence expectation or a constituent expectation.
- (1) Integrations which fill a weak expectation, such as for an optional adjunct or include feature matching rather than feature imposing.
- (1) Integrations which fill no expectations, but which are still successfully integrated into the interpretation.

Psycholinguistic evidence for preferring more coherent interpretations is summarized in Figure 4: that grammatical expectations are useful in interpretation is not surprising. More surprising perhaps is that these grammatical expectations can override globally more plausible interpretations (Norvig 1988). In the following well-known garden-path examples the reader initially arrives at an interpretation which is semantically anomalous due to grammatical expectations:

- The landlord painted all the walls with cracks.
- The horse raced past the barn fell.
- The complex houses married and single students.
- The grappling hooks on to the enemy ship.

Although the current implementation of Sal's grammar is not large enough to parse these sentences, the selection algorithm does account for each of them. In each case, they occur because the more plausible interpretation is pruned too early, because some alternative interpretation was more coherent. In the first sentence, the verb 'paint' has a valence expectation for an instrument, in the second the main verb sense of 'raced' is better integrated than the reduced relative, in the third the nominal sense of 'houses' is 10 times as frequent as the verbal sense, and in the last the construction 'grappling hooks' has a constituent expectation for the word 'hooks'.

Sal's Selection Timing Principle is an extension of Gibson's (1991) pruning algorithm:

**Selection Timing Principle:** Prune interpretations whenever the difference between their ranking and the ranking of the most-favored interpretation is greater than the selection threshold $\sigma$.

Interpretations are ranked according to the number of points they are assigned by the coherence ranking above, and an interpretation is pruned whenever it becomes much worse than the most-favored interpretation in the interpretation store. The threshold, $\sigma$, at which interpretations are pruned, is currently set to 2 points.

The fact that Sal prunes less-favored interpretations online proves useful in solving some well-known complexity problems for parsing. Many researchers have noted that the problem of computing syntactic structure for a sentence can be quite complex. Church & Patil (1982) showed, for example, that the number of ambiguous phrase-structure trees for a sentence with multiple preposition-phrases was proportional to the Catalan numbers, while Barton et al. (1987) showed that the parsing problem for a grammar with agreement and lexical ambiguity is NP complete. It might seem that the problems of computing interpretations would be even more complex, as the interpreter must produce a semantic structure as well as a syntactic one.

However, it is the need to represent ambiguities for indefinite lengths of time in parsing that causes complexity. Sal builds interpretations on-line, and hence ambiguities are resolved quickly, either because of local syntactic or semantic constraints or by the Selection Timing Principle, which prunes less-favored interpretations on-line. Thus placing cognitive constraints on Sal actually simplifies the processing enough to avoid complexity problems.

**Related Research**

While there have been many models of natural language interpretation, most have been limited their scope to a single paradigm. For example many processing models which are associated with linguistic theories, such as Ford et al. (1982) (LFG), Marcus (1980) (EST), or Fong (1991) (GB), are solely parsing models, including no semantic knowledge. Alternatively, some models such as Riesbeck & Schank (1978), DeJong (1982) and others of the Yale school, emphasize semantic knowledge but exclude syntactic knowledge. Some models, such as Lytinen (1986), which do include both syntactic and semantic knowledge, don't address psychological criteria. Models from the psycholinguistic community often address only small domains like lexical access.

There are some models of interpretation which attempt to address all three paradigms. Hirst's (1986) model included a Marcus-like parser, a lexical disambiguation system consistent with psychological results, a semantic interpreter, and a mechanism for resolving structural ambiguities. Hirst's model influenced the design of Sal: Sal differs in consist-

---

1The most common way of reducing complexity, the use of dynamic programming techniques (e.g., well-formed substring tables of Kuno (1965), the chart parsing algorithm of Kay (1973), and the Earley algorithm of Earley (1970)), may not generalize from parsing to interpretation, since the internal structure of a given substructure may be needed by the interpreter, and may involve binding variables differently in the context of different interpretations.

2In fact, augmenting Sal by the simple assumption that the interpreter's working store is limited in the number of total structures it can maintain, as suggested by Gibson (1991), would ensure that the total amount of ambiguity the interpreter can maintain will always be limited by a small constant.
Cardie & Lehnert's (1991) interpreter resembles Sal in attempting to model psychological results, particularly in the use of semantic constrains to process wh-clauses. Their system differs from Sal in its focus, emphasizing robustness rather than linguistic criteria. For example, the interpreter doesn't represent larger grammatical constructions, only including local intraclausal linguistic information. Also, because their model only allows linguistic structures to be accessed bottom-up by lexical input, it is unable to account for psycholinguistic results on access in Figure 4.

Implementation Comments
Sal has been implemented in Common Lisp with a small CIG test grammar of about 50 constructions. This section presents a trace of the interpretation of the sentence “How can I create disk space?”.

In the first part of the trace the input word “how” supplies sufficient evidence for two constructions, MEANS-HOW and HOW-SCALE to be accessed. These constructions then supply evidence for the WH-NON-SUBJECT-QUESTION construction, and these are integrated together. At the end of this stage, the interpretation store contains two WH-NON-SUBJECT-QUESTION interpretations, one with the MEANS-HOW construction and one with the HOW-SCALE construction.

In this second part of the trace, the input “can” provides evidence for the three lexical constructions CAN-1, CAN-2, and CAN-3, as well as some larger constructions. After integration, the interpretation store contains a large number of possible interpretations, most of which are ruled out because they failed to integrate successfully, leaving only one. This successful interpretation includes the MEANS-HOW construction and the auxiliary sense of “can”.

Next the word “i” is input and integrated into the interpretation. Note that although there is some top-down evidence for the verb-phrase construction (because the WH-NON-SUBJECT-QUESTION construction expects a verb-phrase next), it is not accessed, because it is an abstract weak construction, and there is insufficient evidence for any of the more concrete strong verb-phrase constructions. Next the word “create” is input and integrated into the interpretation, along with an appropriate type of verb-phrase. Again, the top-down evidence for the abstract NOUN-PHRASE construction is insufficient to access it. Next the word “disk” is input, which provides evidence for the lexical construction DISK, as well as the noun-compound DISK-SPACE, and the DOUBLENOUN construction, which handles compound nouns.

Finally, the word “space” accesses the lexical construction SPACE. The selection algorithm must now choose between two interpretations, one with the DISK-SPACE construction, and one with the DOUBLENOUN construction in which the nouns are respectively “disk” and “space”. Be-
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cause the DISK-SPACE construction has a strong expectation for the word "space", this first interpretation is selected.

*** ACCESS ***
Input word: disk
Bottom-up Evidence for constructions (disk
  diskspace doublenoun)
Top-down Evidence for constructions (noun)
Access of constructions nil

*** INTEGRATION ***
After integration, Store contains:
  (whononsubjectquestion whononsubjectquestion
     whononsubjectquestion whononsubjectquestion)

*** SELECTION ***
After removing failed integrations Store contains
  (whononsubjectquestion whononsubjectquestion)

*** ACCESS ***
Input word: space
Bottom-up Evidence for constructions (space
doublenoun)
Top-down Evidence for constructions nil
Access of constructions nil

*** INTEGRATION ***
After integration, Store contains:
  (whononsubjectquestion whononsubjectquestion
     whononsubjectquestion whononsubjectquestion
     whononsubjectquestion whononsubjectquestion)

*** SELECTION ***
After removing failed integrations Store contains
  (whononsubjectquestion whononsubjectquestion)
Pruning construction 'whononsubjectquestion' (1 points), because difference from construction 'whononsubjectquestion' (3 points) exceeds selection threshold

Input Exhausted. Result is:
(a question $q
  (queried $p*)
  (background
    (a means-for $newvar285
      (means $p*)
    )
    (goal
      (a ability-state $as
        (actor (a speechsituation-speaker))
      )
      (action
        (a forcedynamicaction $newvar291
          (action
            (a creation-action
              (created (a disk-freespace))
              (creator (a speechsituation-speaker))
            )
          )
        )
      )
    )
  )
)

Summary
Sal and CIG arose from an attempt to build a model which jointly incorporated the insights of artificial intelligence and natural language processing systems, of psycholinguistic models of processing, and of linguistic models of grammatical representation. The interdisciplinary nature of the work results in a number of advantages. First, combining syntactic, semantic, lexical and idiomatic knowledge in a single linguistic knowledge structure, the grammatical con-
struction, obviates the need for a separate lexical analyzer, parser, and semantic interpreter, and allows access, integration, and selection to be sensitive to a rich framework of linguistic evidence. Second, by filling the roles of a parser, a semantic interpreter, a linguistic model, and a cognitive model, Sal can use linguistic functionality such as capturing generalizations to aid construction access, and cognitive requirements such as modeling human memory limitations to reduce processing complexity.
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